


What will we do in today’s lesson?

Spelling

Retell with the recount map

Shared writing

Independent writing



when

today

scary

I

mummy

tomb

where

happy





first



first



first

angry



first

angry
I me



first

angry
I me





Dear Diary,



Dear Diary,
I have had the most extraordinary day.  You will not 
believe what happened to me.



Let’s start our story map



Dear Diary,
I have had the most extraordinary day. You will not
believe what happened to me.
First, I waited excitedly outside the tomb door, just
waiting for the door to open. When it did, I felt like a
real explorer. Quickly, I walked into the tomb, ready to
face whatever came.



Dear Diary,
I have had the most extraordinary day. You will not
believe what happened to me.
First, I waited excitedly outside the tomb door, just
waiting for the door to open. When it did, I felt like a
real explorer. Quickly, I walked into the tomb, ready to
face whatever came.

me but I had my bright lamp to guide me. Cautiously,
I went up some stairs and searched for the way to the
treasure. I couldn’t believe my eyes. There were two
different paths in front of me and I didn’t know which
way I was meant to go.

The door slammed shut behind



Dear Diary,
I have had the most extraordinary day.  You will not believe 
what happened to me.
First, I waited excitedly outside the tomb door, just waiting for
the door to open. When it did, I felt like a real explorer.
Quickly, I walked into the tomb, ready to face whatever came.
The door slammed shut behind me but I had my bright lamp to
guide me. Cautiously, I went up some stairs and searched for
the way to the treasure. I couldn’t believe my eyes. There were
two different paths in front of me and I didn’t know which
way I was meant to go.

A loud noise came from behind me and I felt a cold breeze
across my face. I darted down the closest corridor to get
away.




